
Costa Rican Adventure final

1. Location

2. Animal

3. Noun

4. Article Of Clothing

5. Noun

6. Female Tv Character

7. Verb

8. Verb - Present Tense

9. Noun

10. Noun

11. Verb - Present Tense

12. Adverb

13. Verb - Present Tense

14. Noun

15. Verb

16. Number

17. Noun - Plural

18. Adjective
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Costa Rican Adventure final

Day one,

We all woke up at the crack of dawn, jetting from across the eastern seaboard to Location . There the

eleven weary travelers met but were soon gone without a trace, except for the remnants of Lester's

Animal sandwich. The flight to san jose went by quickly because we were all charged with anticipation.

After a quick but indirect cab ride, we arrived at the Noun . Two parties ventured out one to go to the

market, the other to watch sarah buy more comfortable walking Article of clothing . We all met up at san

jose's most tradition ( or touristy ) restaurant, when jessica arranged with the waiter to bring us $ 350 worth of

Noun . Then we all went back to the hotel for a major snooze fest.

Day two

Mike decided to spend the day dressed like Female tv character duke. Grace arrived to Verb us to

the rain forest, we loaded the car while alex talked to allejandro, and we were on our way! Along the way grace

told us how the colombians were Verb - Present Tense costa rica. After a long, long, long Noun , we

finally made it to the rain Noun .

Day three

The heartiest among us, led by the fearless lucy headed out for a zip line adventure. Lucy was fist to go,

Verb - Present Tense 1 kilometer lengths of thin wire, lucy determined, morgan workmanlike, mike

backwards



and jessica escorted. We all returned for a Adverb dip in the pool. After a rest, it was time for a party at

Lester and Stephanie's cabin. Things got a little crazy with too much guaro and Laura Verb - Present Tense

the furniture.

Day four

Another long, long, long ride to the villa. Mike and Morgan manned the rumble Noun and Mike began

to question Morgan's decision to Verb only two shirts. We soon discovered a place in costa rica where

time literally stands still. It is a small strip mall an hour away from Tamarindo where Nancy spent

Number hours cashing travelers checks. We all began to question reality at Economy rent-a-car when

Stephanie made so many different Noun - Plural that by the end Judah was going to ride back to San Jose

with Grace. But thanks to the navigational skills of Alex and Laura we all finally arrived safe and

Adjective .

Day five

Bliss. Morgans omelets, playing in the pool, Sarah's soup, trips to the beach and iguanas on the roof.

Day six

As I write this day six has not yet come, but I know day six will be filled with joy, family and love, and i cant

wait.
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